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Nothing real can be threatened. Nothing unreal exists. Herein lies the peace of God.
- A Course In Miracles

There is hope from the sea, but none from the grave.
- Proverb, Irish

There is nothing so desperately monotonous as the sea, and I no longer wonder at the
cruelty of pirates.
- Lowell, James Russell

Destiny has two ways of crushing us -- by refusing our wishes and by fulfilling them.
- Amiel, Henri Frederic

Love is what we are born with. Fear is what we learn. The spiritual journey is the
unlearning of fear and prejudices and the acceptance of love back in our hearts. Love is
the essential reality and our purpose on earth. To be consciously aware of it, to
experience love in ourselves and others, is the meaning of life. Meaning does not lie in
things. Meaning lies in us.
- Williamson, Marianne
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Little minds are tamed and subdued by misfortune; but great minds rise above them.
- Irving, Washington

Vision looks inwards and becomes duty. Vision looks outwards and becomes aspiration.
Vision looks upwards and becomes faith.
- Wise, Stephen S.

The phoenix hope, can wing her way through the desert skies, and still defying fortune's
spite; revive from ashes and rise.
- Cervantes, Miguel De

My sun sets to rise again.
- Browning, Robert

Faults are beauties in a lovers eye.
- Theocritus

Love is the magician, the enchanter, that changes worthless things to joy, and makes right
royal kings and queens of common clay. It is the perfume of that wondrous flower, the
heart, and without that sacred passion, that divine swoon, we are less than beasts; but
with it, earth is heaven, and we are gods.
- Ingersoll, Robert Green
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Solitude is painful when one is young, but delightful when one is more mature.
- Einstein, Albert

Pains of love be sweeter far than all the other pleasures are.
- Dryden, John

Hold your head high, stick your chest out. You can make it. It gets dark sometimes, but
morning comes. Keep hope alive.
- Jackson, Jesse

Success is getting and achieving what you want. Happiness is wanting and being content
with what you get.
- Meltzer, Bernard

I remember when I was in school, they would ask, What are you going to be when you
grow up? and then you'd have to draw a picture of it. I drew a picture of myself as a bride.
- Stefani, Gwen

A man who has committed a mistake and doesn't correct it is committing another mistake.
- Confucius

Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall.
- Confucius
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I am not concerned that I am not known, I seek to be worthy to be known.
- Confucius

Ignorance is the night of the mind, but a night without moon or star.
- Confucius
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